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To coin a bad song title --"Amadeus" rocks. 
 
Peter Shaffer's award-winning take on the rivalry between Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and his contemporary, Antonio Salieri, certainly falls 
short as a history lesson. But it is a powerful theatrical work and, as staged by the Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey, is one of the few 
"must-see" New Jersey stageworks of the 2008 season. 
 
In her opening-night comments, Artistic Director Bonnie J. Monte told the audience that she had long resisted producing Shaffer's tale, but 
Associate Artistic Director Joe Discher kept at her until she finally relented. 
 
Perhaps Discher convinced her by recruiting Robert Cuccioli for the central role of Salieri, a popular and connected composer in the 18th-
century Austrian court of Emperor Joseph II. 
 
Cuccioli's leading-man credentials are stone-solid, but here he's more of a character actor, slipping into the heavy robes of the elderly Salieri -
- on the eve of his death -- before diving into a flashback, where we visit the starting line of his sinful path. 
 
Cuccioli commands stage 
With his powerful voice and deep, soulful eyes, Cuccioli commands the stage like a true star. Yet some of his best work is when he slips into 
the background, radiating both envy and horror at the beauty of Mozart's compositions. Just watch him dangle his spoon in several library 
scenes, where he overhears Mozart at his most outrageous. 
 
Historians argue about the degree of rivalry that existed between the boorish, childlike Mozart and Salieri, a respected citizen and devout 
Catholic. Shaffer, though, finds both drama and humor by ramping up the conflict and running with the speculation, following Salieri's death, 
that he might have been responsible for Mozart's early demise some 30 years earlier. 
 
"Did he do it?" That's the first question posed by the citizens of Vienna in 1823. By then, Salieri is old, infirm and confined to a wheelchair, 
but his cries for Mozart's mercy have the town buzzing. 
 
Speaking directly to the audience, Cuccioli gleefully explains the method to Salieri's madness. From his lofty perch as court composer and 
later as Kapellmeister, Salieri bristled at Mozart's rock-star excess, but was even more horrified that such a lout could make such beautiful 
music. 
 
"A giggling child who can put down on paper, without putting down his billiard cue," Salieri tells us, music that makes his own compositions 
"lifeless scratch." Humbled by Mozart's talent, he eventually blames God for empowering his immoral rival with the ability to be "God's 
conduit" rather than himself. 
 
Salieri used his position and influence to suppress Mozart's career, but Mozart's affinity for women, drink and insulting everyone he meets 
made easy work of keeping him in the musical minor leagues, at least during his adult lifetime. 
 
Jordan Coughtry, who has earned attention in smaller roles here, breaks into the big leagues with his magnificently manic portrayal of 
Mozart. Punctuating his incessant chattering with gutter language and a hyena's shrieking giggle, Coughtry bounces off the walls like a 3-
year-old on a sugar rush. But he also keeps Mozart's inner child visible enough that, for most of the show, he's all but irresistible. 
 
Strong supporting cast 
Cuccioli and Coughtry dominate the show, but a few supporting players manage to make an impression. Mark H. Dold is quickly becoming a 
company favorite, here getting every laugh Shaffer wrote for the firm but fey emperor Joseph. Dold is rarely onstage for more than a few 
minutes at a time, but nearly every one of his lines became a catchphrase before the night was over. 
 
Tricia Paoluccio also stands out as Constanze, the common girl who marries Mozart, dallies with Salieri (on her husband's behalf) and later 
cashes in on his edited legacy. Paoluccio confidently grows her character from an uneducated cheap date to a woman who is determined to 
support her husband and his art, no matter how many indignities he may subject her to. 
 
Dick Block's functional set is modestly ornate with a smaller, stage-like backdrop that ironically is used, among other purposes, to sit 
Mozart's audience. Maggie Dick's costumes, on the other hand, are delightfully colorful and period accurate. 
 
At nearly three hours, "Amadeus" will demand much of your time, but you'll walk away satisfied with every minute and every note. 


